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Abstract: Hyperbolic metamaterials have been demonstrated to have special potential in their
linear response, but the extent of their non-linear response has not been extensively modeled
or measured. In this work, novel non-linear behavior of an ITO/SiO2 layered hyperbolic
metamaterial is modeled and experimentally confirmed, specifically a change in the sign of the
non-linear absorption with intensity. This behavior is tunable and can be achieved with a simple
one-dimensional layered design. Fabrication was performed with physical vapor deposition, and
measurements were conducted using the Z-scan technique. Potential applications include tunable
optical switches, optical limiters, and tunable components of laser sources.
© 2022 Optica Publishing Group under the terms of the Optica Open Access Publishing Agreement

1.

Introduction

Hyperbolic metamaterials (HMMs) are materials which exhibit hyperbolic isofrequency surfaces,
which occur when a uniaxial material has the property that ϵxx , ϵyy >0 and ϵzz <0 or ϵxx , ϵyy <0
and ϵzz >0. For HMMs, there is a transition point from standard behavior, which is described
by an elliptical isofrequency surface, to hyperbolic behavior. This transition occurs at the
epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) point, since changing from positive to negative permittivity or vice versa
requires crossing the zero point. There are several different ways to achieve hyperbolic behavior,
including nanowires and multi-layer metal-dielectric stacks [1–3]. This work uses the multi-layer
metal-dielectric stacks, which have well-known linear properties that can be represented by an
effective medium approximation (EMA). This formulation applies when the layer thicknesses are
much smaller than the wavelength of interest, which is the case in this work. Equation (1) shows
the Maxwell-Garnett EMA for ϵxx or ϵyy :
ϵxx,yy = ρϵm + (1 − ρ)ϵd ,

(1)

where ρ is the metal fraction, ϵm is the permittivity of the metal layer, and ϵd is the permittivity of
dielectric layer. The equation for ϵzz is also well known [2], thus it does not need to be shown here.
Using this formulation, it is possible to calculate the linear properties of a HMM such as the ENZ
point. The optical properties at ENZ point, the special density of states, and other properties
of HMMs have led to many promising developments for applications such as waveguides [4],
thermal control [5,6], and various quantum applications [7,8]. In addition, HMMs in general can
have non-linear behavior and applications, such as frequency conversion [9], optical switching
[10–14], and emission control [15,16]. The optical switching application of HMMs is chosen as
a focus in this work. Most work on this topic to this point has been single point designs [17] or
purely theoretical methods [11].
The focus of this work is on non-linear properties, which are properties of materials that are
proportional to the field in some way, depending on their order. The multi-layer HMMs are
#471570
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centrosymmetric, thus by definition, their second order properties become zero [18]. Therefore
third order properties are used in this work, which are proportional to the square of the electric
field. Since the square of the electric field is proportional to the intensity, it can be said that the
third order non-linear proprieties are proportional to intensity. Equations (2) and (3) show the
effective refractive index and absorption including these third order non-linear effects:
n = n0 + n2eff I,

(2)

α = α0 + βeff I,

(3)

where I is the input intensity. Calculating the linear properties (n0 , α0 ) and non-linear properties
(n2 , β) would allow for full characterization of the material. With an intensity dependent effective
refractive index or absorption coefficient, it is possible to achieve a sample where transmission
will change with intensity. This property then allows for all-optical switching, since when this
material is placed in a cavity that is tuned correctly, switching between two or more transmission
states can be achieved. This optical switching has many applications, with one major application
being optical computing, as a component of optical memory [19,20].
For most non-linear materials that have been studied, when considering non-linear absorption,
the transmission will monotonically increase or decrease with intensity [18]. However, the
materials studied in this work actually switch from decreasing with intensity to increasing with
intensity due to their HMM properties. To investigate this, this work uses a optimization routine
that investigates many parts of the design space, then the optimized designs are verified with
experiment. The behavior where the sign of the non-linear absorption coefficient changes with
intensity is modeled and verified; this has the ability to increase the all-optical switching potential
of HMMs by giving access to more transmission states and easily tunable behavior.
The fabrication and modeling methods are presented first, followed by the the optimization
results and measurements, and lastly, an uncertainty analysis with comparisons of the model to
the measurement is performed.
2.
2.1.

Methodology
Fabrication

The basic design of the metamaterials is comprised of alternating layers of metal and dielectric,
on either a glass or silicon substrate depending on the intended application. The materials
used were indium tin oxide (ITO) as the metal and silica (SiO2 ) as the dielectric. Since the
wavelengths of interest are in the near infrared, ITO behaves like a standard Drude metal for its
linear properties [21].
The fabrication process of the HMMs is physical vapor deposition, accomplished through
magnetron sputtering. Magnetron sputtering uses uses a cascade process of ionization of inert gas
such as Ar and a magnet to increase ion density and energy at the surface of the target material,
causing ejection of material from the ionized bombardment that will deposit the target source
material onto the substrate. The advantages of sputtering are that it works more easily on high
melting point and conducting materials where other methods are difficult, and adheres better
than other methods [22,23].
The power supply can also accept a setting of "reverse time" in microseconds which is used to
"discharge" the target material. For the SiO2 reactive sputtering, a Si target was used with oxygen
present in deposition chamber. This oxygen could remain the same throughout the deposition,
since the ITO layer was not impacted by the presence of oxygen. For the SiO2 sputtering, the
120 W power setting was used, with 80 kHz pulse rate and 4.5 µs reverse time; which results
in pulsed DC magnetron sputter. The sputtering process could also be operated in a constant
120 W mode, which would be DC magnetron sputtering, but with SiO2 and reactive sputtering,
the Si target material would have oxidized and an excessively high voltage would have been
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required by the power supply causing the system to shut off. The reverse voltage prevents this
process by discharging the target, preventing significant charge build up, allowing sputtering to
continue. The ITO deposition used DC magnetron sputtering at 60 W. For initial test samples,
depositions were done at room temperature, but for the samples in this work, the temperature
of the substrate was heated to 400 degrees Celsius for the deposition of the ITO layers. This
improved the consistency of fabrication of the samples.
To verify that fabrication was successful, transmission electron microscope (TEM) images of
some of the samples were taken. Figure 1 shows a representative TEM image. From the figure,
it can be seen that the layer deposition was successful, though there is some level of interface
roughness that increases as more layers are deposited. Using image analysis software on the
images with an included length scale, the standard deviation in layer thickness was calculated
to be about 2.35 nm, though this number is not exact due to the layers not being perfectly flat.
Since a 28.95% metal fraction was the design goal, this implies that the true metal fraction falls
between 27.7% and 30.2% for one standard deviation and 26.5% and 31.4% for two standard
deviations.

Fig. 1. TEM images of a Representative HMM Sample. The brighter layers are the ITO
layers, and the darker layers are the SiO2 . Note that the design for this image was 55 nm of
ITO and 135 nm SiO2 for a repetition of 12 periods, or 24 total layers on a silicon substrate.
Later it will be shown that this geometry is in the range of optimal designs.

2.2.

Modeling

Modeling the non-linear switching properties of HMMs has been done in different ways in the
literature [10,11,13,14], but to our knowledge, there has not been genetic algorithm optimization
of the designs performed. Therefore, leveraging modeling schemes that have already been verified,
this work will use the genetic algorithm to optimize for a non-linear application, specifically
switching, and verify the results. Matching the modeling results with experiment is also a key
feature of this work, as the other work cited above on switching properties of HMMs has been
solely simulation based. There are many possible design geometries, and of course it is not
possible to fabricate and measure hundreds of samples. Therefore computational schemes that
can accurately account for changing design geometries are required.
The first task of the model involves calculation of non-linear properties of the metal layer,
including the field enhancement effects that occur when the laser beam is incident at an oblique
angle (for TM polarization). Equation (4) [21] defines the field enhancement, which follows from
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the field continuity at the interface between the air and material.
⊥
Emat
=

⊥
Eair
,
ϵmat

(4)

⊥ is the electric field in the material oriented normal to the interface, E ⊥ is the incident
where Emat
air
electric field oriented normal to the interface, and ϵmat is the complex permittivity of the material.
This implies that a smaller ϵ of the material gives greater field enhancement, which is generally
the case near to the ENZ point. This permittivity can be found from the geometry and base
material properties using Eq. (1). Also, since this applies to the normal components of the fields,
this factor will be zero at zero degrees incident, but will generally increase as the obliqueness
of the angle increases. There is a limiting factor, that of Fresnel reflections that increase when
the incident angle increases, so the optimal angle is will be much lower than 90 degrees. The
optimal angle is generally between 50 to 75 degrees, but this depends on the linear properties of
the material. The linear reflection and transmission behavior is accounted for using a transfer
matrix method in this work, which is a common method for multi-layer stacks [24].
To begin to account for non-linear properties, including this field enhancement, the two
temperature model (TTM) is used. The TTM models the evolution of the electron temperature
and lattice temperature, with the lattice temperature representing the properties of the phonons.
The TTM can account for very large effective non-linear properties, assuming that the metal
can be appropriately represented by a Drude model; this technique has been applied to various
material systems [25]. This technique has been successfully applied to ITO films in [21], and
this work uses that exact formulation. In this formulation, the elevated electron temperature is
calculated directly from the TTM, for a specific wavelength, angle and intensity, which gives
an elevated chemical potential (Fermi level). This elevated Fermi level leads to a change in the
plasma frequency, which corresponds to ∆n and a ∆α using the Drude model. From these, it is
∆α
possible to calculate n2 and β since n2eff = ∆n
I and βeff = I . This gives non-linear properties of
the ITO layer in the HMMs that are dependent on input wavelength, angle, and intensity.
Next, to convert HMM properties, a non-linear EMA can be applied that was specifically
designed in [26] for materials with alternating metal and dielectric layers. This is the simple
extension of the Maxwell-Garnett EMA discussed earlier to the non-linear properties. The
formulation for TM polarization is shown in Eq. (5).
(3)
χEMA
= ρ χm(3) + (1 − ρ) χd(3) ,

(5)

where χm(3) is the third-order susceptibility of the metal layer, χd(3) is the third-order susceptibility
of the dielectric layer, and ρ is the metal fraction, as before. The form of Eq. (5) can be seen to be
the same as Eq. (1). The equation for TE polarization is not shown, as only TM polarization was
used in this work. The third-order susceptibility of the metal layer can be found using the TTM as
discussed above, since the complex third-order susceptibility, χ(3) , can be derived with the n2 and
β values from the TTM, in a similar fashion to χ(1) being derived from n and k. However, using
this equation also requires the third-order susceptibility of the dielectric layer. To account for this,
values from the literature for SiO2 were used [27], and they were confirmed with measurement.
These properties were placed into a full field simulation in the software Lumerical, and a
genetic algorithm was used to find optimal designs, which is a technique that has been used
previously [28]. The genetic algorithm lends itself well to optimization problems that are
multi-objective and not clearly defined by a differentiable function, which is the case in this work.
Other optimization algorithms could have been used, but the genetic algorithm was found to be
the simplest to integrate into the model that had already been completed.
In general, the genetic algorithm works by mimicking natural evolution process, with a
population that undergoes random changes (“mutation”) and inheritance. The population
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members that perform the best on the chosen fitness functions are more likely to have their
properties inherited to the next generation of the population. As the generations progress, this
leads to better and better performing population members, and then at some cutoff point, normally
a certain number of generations, the population member with best fitness function performance
is called the optimal solution.
In this work, the desired fitness functions are the switching intensity and the switching width.
The switching intensity is defined here as the input intensity where the sign of the non-linear
absorption changes, which is different than most definitions of the switching intensity. Most
definitions in the literature are from all-optical switching applications where the material has
already been placed in a tuned cavity [20], but this definition is for a specific HMM in free space.
The definition used in this work makes sense for the special behavior of the HMMs as compared
to other materials.
The other property optimized for is the switching width, which is defined as the difference in
transmission between the lowest transmission state and the highest transmission state. However,
there is one issue that can arise with this in practice, since in some cases, higher order effects,
such as fifth-order effects, can cause the modeled switching width to be lower than the actual
third-order effects predict. To avoid this, the maximum input intensity in the model was capped at
the largest intensity used in the measurements, 200 GW/cm2 , since above that intensity fifth-order
effects started to appear. This allows for fair comparison between model and measurement, which
will be discussed in section 3.3. These two properties are chosen as the outputs, but the inputs
that are optimized over are the design geometries.
The design geometries are simply a pair of metal layer and dielectric layer thicknesses, with a
random number of periods. Of course, there are bounds on design space that represent fabrication
limits. The number of periods is allowed to vary from 6 to 12 and the layer thicknesses are allowed
to vary from 40 to 200 nm, as less than 4 periods or 40 nm makes the effective medium properties
less accurate, and more than 12 periods or 200 nm leads to long fabrication times. Source [29]
found that the Maxwell-Garnett EMA matched their full electromagnetic field simulations for
HMM structures with greater than 4 periods, and previous experimental work associated with
this project [30] demonstrated that thinner layers lead to more error in the ellipsometry results.
This leads to a modeling framework for a genetic optimization algorithm as follows:
1. For a specific number of population members, design geometries are randomly generated.
The parameters of the design geometries are listed above, and they are each given a random
value between the bounds.*
2. The linear and non-linear properties of each of those geometries are derived using the
Maxwell Garnett EMA, the TTM, and the non-linear effective medium, specifically the
result of Eqs. (1) and (5).*
3. These properties and geometries are inserted into Lumerical, and the electric fields
throughout the simulation domain are calculated for a range of intensities.
4. The electric input and output fields, before and after the sample, are used to calculate the
intensity dependent transmission, which can be analyzed to evaluate the objective functions
of switching intensity and switching width.
5. The population then evolves according to the genetic algorithm, and the process returns to
step 2 and repeats until the max number of generations is reached.*
For actual optimization, the full modeling framework takes too long to run for interrogation of
the entire design space, so instead of running the full modeling scheme, a partial scheme was
used separately to optimize for properties that corresponded to the desired behavior. This partial
scheme consists of the starred steps in the above modeling process. This correspondence was
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verified by running the full modeling framework for a limited population size, and observing that
optimal points were the same as the partial scheme.
The two properties that were chosen to optimize for, which in this scheme means maximized,
are the absolute value of the non-linear absorption coefficient and the absolute value of the
derivative of linear transmission with respect to wavelength. Reference [11] found a correlation
between the absolute value of the derivative of linear transmission and the switching capabilities
of HMMs, and it is clear that a stronger absorption coefficient will correspond a lower intensity
where this switching behavior can be observed. The results of this optimization are shown in
the next section. The absolute values need to be used for each parameter since these values can
theoretically be positive or negative, to avoid how taking the maximum of positive and negative
values would lead to ignoring the negatives.
The outputs, or objective functions, were chosen to be the absolute value of the non-linear
absorption and the absolute value of the derivative of the linear transmission. The inputs are
simply the constituent material properties, the geometry, and the wavelength. Note that this
partial scheme can be used for other applications by selecting different optimization variables
[31].
3.
3.1.

Results and discussion
Optimized designs

The actual optimal designs were found using scheme described above implemented into MATLAB
as discussed in the previous section. For the genetic algorithm, 200 population members with
1000 maximum generations was used to investigate the entire design space. Since there are two
objective functions, the optimal designs make up a 2D Pareto front, which is a curve. Each
population member is represented by a dot, and there is a one-to-one correspondence between
specific design parameters and results. There are not necessarily 200 points on each Pareto plot,
since some points will be the same. Figure 2 shows the results of the optimization.

Fig. 2. Pareto front in input parameter space (left plot) and output function space (right
plot). For the output plot, the absolute values were used for the optimization, but here the
actual values are shown on the axes. The output space plot shows a trade-off that can be
made between the derivative of transmission and the maximal non-linear absorption. This
corresponds to a trade-off between the switching intensity and switching width. The input
plot appears to be more scattered, however, this is simply because the optimal points are
grouped closely, so randomness in the genetic algorithm plays a large role. Note that the
optimal wavelength for a 29% metal fraction geometry is around 1.835 microns from the
parameter space plot, and that 29% metal design corresponds to a derivative of transmission
of −1 ∗ 105 and a non-linear absorption of 0.2 ∗ 10−9 m/W on the function space plot. The
chosen Pareto point for fabrication is highlighted in red on both plots.
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Note any of the points on the input plot could be considered optimal designs, but for this
work, the design recipe of a 29% metal fraction was chosen, corresponding to a 55-nm layer of
ITO and 135-nm layer of SiO2 . Since all of the Pareto points can be deemed optimal, this was
chosen somewhat arbitrarily, after checking on which of the optimal designs would be easiest to
fabricate. It is clear that the optimal wavelength is near 1.835 microns for this geometry, but
linear measurements showed that the ENZ point of the materials actually falls closer 1.78 to
microns, which will be shown from ellipsometry data in the next section. Thus, the optimal point
for the special switching will actually occur off of the ENZ point, according to the model.
3.2.

Measurements

Ellipsometry was used to get information on the linear properties of the samples. Ellipsometry is
a measurement technique that uses polarized light to characterize samples, such as thin films,
bulk materials, and layered structures. It measures the relative phase change in polarization states
of light reflected off (or transmitted through) the sample’s surface. These measurements describe
how samples modify the polarization state at each angle of incidence [32]. The system outputs
the amplitude (Ψ) and phase (∆) for each chosen incidence angle over the desired spectral range.
Once experimental data is obtained, then a model of the material is created in accompanying
software. In the case of a J.A. Woollam ellipsometer, the software WVASE32 or CompleteEASE
[33] is used with the following process. Each layer of a layered material is modeled separately.
The software contains a database of materials with bulk optical constants that can be used for each
layer. When creating a layer, a material and a layer thickness is chosen. Once a basic model is
created, the next step is to fit the model to match the experimental data. This is accomplished by
calculating the mean squared error (MSE) between the model’s predictions and the experimental
data, and then adjusting fit parameters to minimize the MSE.
Using this fit process, it was possible to confirm that the ITO layers did fit well to Drude model,
with a MSE of 4.7, and that the M-G EMA did work for modeling the linear properties of the
fabricated HMMs, with a MSE of 20.7, which is in the range generally regarded as a successful
fit [33,34]. The results for the constituent parameters were as follows: SiO2 had a refractive
index n = 1.46, and the Drude model parameters for ITO are ϵ∞ = 3.8005, ω = 3.55 × 1014 Hz,
and γ = 0.105ω.
Once the linear measurements have been completed, the non-linear measurements are covered.
To analyze the non-linear properties of the HMMs, the Z-scan technique was used. Z-scan is a
well-known technique that illuminates the sample with a focused high power laser beam normal
to its surface (the z-direction), and translates the sample through that focus [35–37]. It can be
done in transmission or reflection configurations, but this work exclusively used the transmission
configuration. Figure 3 shows a diagram of the Z-scan setup.
Z-scan data was taken at 1.78 and 1.835 microns with a peak intensity range of about 20-200
GW/cm2 . For this case, the laser used was a pulsed optical parametric oscillator (OPO) system
with a repetition rate of 10 KHz and a pulse width of 150 fs, allowing for the high peak intensity
necessary to observe non-linear effects. Amplified Ge detectors were used due to their sensitivity
in the wavelength regions of interest. This work is focused on non-linear absorption, so the open
aperture configuration of the Z-scan was used.
Note that the measurements were all taken using TM polarization in order to observe the
angle-dependent field enhancement, which was obtained by placing a polarizer in the beam path.
To get angle dependent data, the sample was placed on a rotating stage, so when referring to the
diagram in Fig. 3, the curved arrow shows the direction of rotation. The result of the Z-scan is a
detector voltage for each Z-position, and there are different ways to show the data. In this work,
normalized transmission is used. The real transmission can be calculated easily with Z-scan
using the detector voltage with no sample compared to the detector voltage with a sample, and
then this real transmission value can be normalized to the value far away from the focus, where
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Fig. 3. Diagram of Basic Z-scan Setup. The Z-scan method can be used to calculate the
non-linear absorption coefficient and the non-linear refractive index. The detector split off
the main beam path is used to monitor power fluctuations in the laser, which allows for more
accurate results. If the aperture is closed to the point it cuts off part of the beam, the system
is in the closed configuration, otherwise it is in the open configuration.

the incident intensity is much lower and linear effects dominate. This means that any divergence
from a transmission of one in the normalized transmission plots shows some non-linear effect.
Figure 4 shows the normalized transmission versus the Z-position for the different wavelengths.

Fig. 4. Open aperture (OA) Z-scan measurements at 1.78 and 1.835 micron wavelengths.
The plot on the left is 1.78 microns, while the right is 1.835 microns. Both show the strong
field enhancement at an oblique angle for non-linear absorption. The magnitude of the
results matches with Ref. [21], which were taken at a similar peak intensity. There is no
sign changing behavior in the 1.78 micron data, but there is in the 1.835 micron data, as
seen when the normalized transmission becomes less than 1, then becomes greater than 1.
In general, the intensity increases as the Z position gets close to the focus, which is set to 0.

The first wavelength investigated was 1.78 µm, near the ENZ point of the HMM. At this
wavelength, the largest field enhancement of the material was observed as expected [21], but as
stated in section 3.1, this is not the optimal wavelength to observe the actual switching behavior.
This data serves as a valuable point of comparison for confirming the model predictions. The
next wavelength measured was 1.835 µm, which is the optimal wavelength that came out of the
optimization scheme.
Figure 4, in the right-hand plot, shows that at the design wavelength of 1.835 µm, behavior
occurs where the sign of the non-linear absorption coefficient changes from positive to negative.
To rule out any confounding factors, Z-scan measurements of blank substrates were run, and
nothing out of the ordinary was found. Also, multiple samples that were fabricated on different
days were all found to have this sign-changing effect. Combined with the strong match of the
modeled optimal wavelength to the wavelength where this special behavior is observed, it can be
concluded that the cause of this behavior is the special properties of the HMMs.
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The proposed explanation for the behavior is at 45 degrees and lower intensity the properties
of the HMM are such that it would naturally exhibit saturable absorption, and for the behavior at
higher intensity, the effective properties caused by the increase in electron density create a shift
to reverse saturable absorption, which is then strengthened by the field enhancement. This is
clearly a property of the HMM, since for isotropic materials, changing the input angle only could
change field enhancement, and not the linear properties of the material. The anisotropic nature
of HMMs allows for special effective non-linear properties and an increased switching width
due to control over the linear optical properties at each angle, remembering that the effective
non-linear properties are simply the change from the linear properties.
3.3.

Model to measurement comparison

Once the novel behavior was confirmed with measurement, the next step is to confirm that
the model is accurately capturing this behavior, accounting for measurement uncertainty. In
this section, to calculate the model values for comparison, the full model was used, including
FDTD simulations in Lumerical, rather than just the MATLAB portion. Figure 5 shows a visual
explanation of the switching intensity and switching width.

Fig. 5. Visual Explanation of the Switching Width and Intensity. The data in the plot is one
of the data sets from Fig. 5, with the black line representing the linear transmission. Note
that real transmission is plotted on the y-axis instead of normalized transmission, which is
different than Fig. 5. The switching width is simply the difference between the maximum
and minimum transmission. The switching intensity is the intensity where the sign of the
non-linear absorption coefficient changes from positive to negative. Knowing the z position
of the switching intensity to some uncertainty allows for the calculation of the switching
intensity.

The measurement uncertainty in the switching width was accounted for by calculating the
variance in detector voltage for the Z-scan measurements. This value is small, generally the
noise is less than 5%, but this uncertainty acts more as a noise floor, so with very small signals,
the relative uncertainty can be higher. Note that this is calculated after removing the power
fluctuations from the signal, as discussed in Fig. 4. For all the uncertainty analysis, the partial
derivatives of the defining equation are calculated, and are added in quadrature to derive an
equation for the standard deviation of the quantity in question. The derivation process itself will
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not be shown, as it is not necessary for understanding of the method. Equation (6) defines the
switching width, while Eq. (7) defines the switching width standard deviation.
Vmax Vmin
−
,
Vair
Vair

SW =
√︄

σSW

σVair
= SW 2
Vair
(︃

)︃ 2

σVmax
+
Vmax
(︃

)︃ 2

(6)
σVmin
+
Vmin
(︃

)︃ 2
,

(7)

where Vmax is the maximum detector voltage recorded for the sample, Vmin is the minimum
detector voltage for the sample, Vair is the detector voltage with no sample, and SW is the
switching width. In this case, σVmax and σVmin are the same, since they come the from the same
measurement.
For the switching intensity, the z position of the switching intensity can be found from the Z
scan data. There is uncertainty in this location, since the Z-scan data is only sampled at some
discrete Z positions. In this work, 100 points linearly spaced points between the Z positions
relative to focus of −6 to 6 were used. For the calculation, the actual intensity is needed, which can
be calculated using Gaussian beam propagation. The beam waist of the laser, ω0 , was measured
using a knife edge to be 15.2 microns, with an uncertainty of 1 micron, and the Rayleigh length,
ZR , to be 536 microns, also with an uncertainty of 1 micron. Equation (8) shows the formula to
calculate the beam radius at any Z position [38], while Eq. (9) shows the uncertainty equation.
√︄
z2
ω = ω0 1 + 2 ,
(8)
ZR
⌜
⃓
⃓
(︄
)︄ 2 (︄
)︄ 2 ⎤
⃓
)︃
⎷ ⎡⎢ (︃
σω0 2
σZR × z2 ⎥⎥
σz × z
⎢
− 2
,
(9)
σω = ω ⎢
+
ZR × ω
ZR3 × ω ⎥⎥
⎢ ω0
⎣
⎦
where ω is the beam radius at position z. Next, the average power of the beam was measured using
an Ophir power meter, which can be configured to give the standard deviation in its measurements.
This average power measurement was performed in the same location as the sample before each
Z-scan measurement, since using the same location prevents any errors from losses in the optical
train. Using the properties of the laser, namely the repetition rate of 10 kHz and the pulse width
of 150 fs, this can be converted into peak power, with an accompanying standard deviation. Note
that the repetition rate and pulse width are assumed to have no uncertainty, since their uncertainty
should be very small compared to the other factors. Then standard deviation for the power is
simply the known standard deviation in the average power divided by the duty cycle, which is
1.5 ∗ 10−9 . Equation (10) shows the calculation of the switching intensity, while Eq. (11) is the
calculation of the standard deviation.
SI =

σSI =

SI
π

√︄

(︃

Ppeak
,
πω2

σPpeak
Ppeak

)︃ 2

+

(10)
(︃

2σω2
ω

)︃ 2
,

(11)

where Ppeak is the peak power. Figure 6 shows the results of Eqs. (6)–(11).
When considering the results of the comparisons in Fig. 6, it is important to note that while all
the measurement uncertainty has been accounted for, there is still the fact of imperfect fabrication,
which is not in the models. In the model, perfectly flat layers, as well as consistent layer thickness,
are used, therefore the remaining divergence between measurement and the model is attributed to
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Fig. 6. The measured and modeled properties of the sample, with measurement uncertainties.
The left plot shows the switching width, while the right plot shows the switching intensity.
The solid line represents the modeled or measured values, while the lighter region represents
the uncertainty. There is a systematic bias of the model to produce a larger switching width
than the measurement, which is likely due to the fabrication being slightly off from the design
as discussed in section 2.1. For the switching intensity, the uncertainty is larger, which is
mainly due to the uncertainty in determining the actual z position of the intensity. This could
be reduced in the future by using a finer sampling in the Z-scan measurement. Theoretically,
the switching intensity should not change with input intensity, which is represented in the
modeled values. Note that the model is within the bounds of the measurement uncertainty.

fabrication challenges. However, the general behavior and trends in the HMMs are represented
well. In the future, even better fabrication of these layered samples could lead to more accurate
models.
The switching width and switching intensity measured and modeled in this work are similar to
the few other results for non-linear HMMs. Source [11] used simulation to design HMMs for
optical switching, and calculated switching widths ranging from 0.05 to 0.15, with switching
intensities near 1 GW/cm2 . The current work requires a larger intensity, which is likely due to
the fact that source [11] used a different material system with gold or silver as the metal layer
and an operating wavelength in the visible. For a layered ITO/SiO2 HMM, Source [14] quotes a
switching width defined as −5.17 dB for an input intensity of about 140 GW/cm2 after converting
from pulse fluence values. Converted into dB, the maximum switching width observed in this
work is −6.2 dB at an input intensity of 180 GW/cm2 . So this work has demonstrated similar
performance to source [14], which used the exact same material system ITO/SiO2 , and similar
modeling techniques. This gives confidence that the modeling results presented in this work are
reasonable, and the measurement results which are unique to this work support the modeling
conclusions of both groups.
4.

Conclusion

Novel behavior involving switching of the non-linear absorption in an ITO/SiO2 hyperbolic
metamaterial has been modeled, optimized for, and experimentally verified. The fabrication
method and modeling methods were discussed, and then the results were presented. This showed
a large enhancement of the effective non-linear properties, in which switching behavior where the
sign of the non-linear absorption coefficient changes from positive to negative. This switching
behavior has a switching intensity near 15 GW/cm2 and switching width of about 0.15.
The applications of this behavior include advanced optical switches or optical limiters as
well as other applications such as cavity materials for high power laser sources, since having
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more control over the transmission state and even having more transmission states available
would be useful in all those applications. In general, the switching time of devices built on
HMMs will be fast, which increases potential for applications. Previous research has found
switching times in the hundreds of femtoseconds for HMM-based switches [11]. More research is
recommended to investigate related areas, where different properties could be chosen to optimize
for in either a full field computational scheme or a closed fast running scheme. Choosing different
objective functions could allow for quick optimization of many other devices. Some examples
of other properties to test for include enhancement of non-linear refraction in a material with
low linear absorption and non-linear absorption, optimization of second harmonic generation in
non-centrosymmetric materials, and optimization of spontaneous parametric down-conversion
for single photon applications.
One area of future work would be to test the same concept with other material systems. It
is possible that much stronger switching behavior could be achieved with a different material
system, such as switching out the plasmonic material for gold or titanium nitride. Another avenue
is to consider active modulation of the properties of the ITO layer, possibly by applying a voltage
[39]. This could provide even more tunability of the non-linear properties.
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